Abstract: In this paper, based on linear ranking functions we investigate some properties for the fuzzy number linear programming problems and its dual with the relationships between them.
Introduction
In the real world decision problems with the linear programming models and the crisp parameters may be exists some uncertainty, a decision maker does not always know the exact values of the parameters taking part in the problem, and that vagueness in the parameters may not be of a probabilistic type. In this situation, the decision maker can model the inexactness by means of fuzzy parameters. Of course a number of researchers have exhibited interest in the topic fuzzy linear programming. this concept was first proposed by Bellman and Zadeh [2] . Maleki et al. [5, 6] investigated the construction of linear programming with fuzzy variables, and solving fuzzy linear programming with certain ranking function, On duality in linear programming under fuzzy environment [1] , and Mishmast et al. the lexicographic ranking function to order fuzzy numbers and solved them [7] . Here we investigate some properties for the fuzzy number linear programming problems and its dual.
Some Notation and Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we use fundamental notations initiated by Bellman and Zadeh [2] , and also can be found in [4] . Definition 2.1. Let X is a collection of objects denoted generally by x, then a fuzzy set A in X is defined to be a set of ordered pairs A = {(x, µ A (x)) : x ∈ X}, where µ A (x) is called the membership function of x in A. The membership function maps each elements of X to a membership value between 0 and 1.
∀x, y ∈ X, and λ ∈ [0, 1].
Definition 2.4.
A convex fuzzy set A on R is a fuzzy number if the following conditions hold: (i) Its membership function is piecewise continuous.
(ii) There exists only x 0 that µ A (x 0 ) = 1.
Ranking Functions and Some Relations between F N LP and DF N LP
The ranking function is denoted by ℜ where ℜ : F (ℜ) → R and F (ℜ) is the set of fuzzy numbers defined on the real line. It's a method for comparison of fuzzy numbers, of course several methods for solving F N LP can be seen in Fang [3] , Maleki et al. [6] , and Tanaka [8] , one of the most convenient introduced by Maleki [5] . Suppose thatã andb be two fuzzy numbers,then the ranking function of F (ℜ) is as follows: whereã andb are in F (ℜ).
Definition 3.1. A fuzzy number linear programming problem (F N LP ) is defined as follows:
The dual fuzzy number linear programming problem (DF N LP ) define as
where = ℜ and ≤ ℜ mean equality and inequality with respect to the ranking function ℜ,
Not that, any x and ω which satisfies the set of constraints of F N LP and DF N LP is called a feasible solutions respectively. Let Ω and Γ be the set of all feasible solutions of F N LP and DF N LP , respectively, then weak and strong duality holds for DF N LP as follows, (see [4] ). Applying the above theorem, we have the following an important result of duality, Theorem 3.4. Assume that the optimal objective value of F N LP is equal to the optimal objective value of DF N LP , then x * ∈ Ω solves F N LP and ω * ∈ Γ solves DF N LP if and only if
Proof. Let x * ∈ Ω and ω * ∈ Γ. Then we havẽ
Now if x * and ω * are optimal solutions to F N LP and DF N LP , respectively, then by the assumption that the optimal objective value of F N LP is equal to the optimal objective value of DF N LP , we have This proves the theorem and the converse of the theorem follows similarly.
